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Abstract This article proposes a new analytical method
of determining occupancy distribution and blocking prob-
ability in multiservice switching networks with admission
control mechanisms and resource management mechanisms.
The proposed method is a universal one, which allows for
determining blocking probability using the same model,
regardless of the type of admission control mechanisms and
resource management mechanisms. The versatility of the
method is demonstrated in the article for two selectedmecha-
nisms, i.e. a threshold mechanism and a resource reservation
mechanisms. The switching networks under consideration
are offered multiservice traffic streams, generated by the
so-called multiservice sources, according to Erlang, Engset
and Pascal distributions. The proposed method is based
on a generalised way of determining traffic characteristics
for inter-stage links of switching networks with resource
and call management mechanisms. Particular attention is
given to determining the influence of the introduced mech-
anisms in outgoing links of the switching network on the
traffic properties of inter-stage links of the network. The
results of analytical calculations are then compared with the
results obtained in digital simulation for a number of selected
switching networks.
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1 Introduction

The types of services inmodern telecommunication networks
can be grouped into three types of traffic, i.e. streaming, adap-
tive and elastic traffic [1], with the possibility of a change in
resources (usually bit rate) allocated to service a call of a
given traffic class, and also a change in the service time of
this call as a criterion for their differentiation. In services that
generate streaming traffic, the demanded level of resources
is fixed and cannot undergo any changes without simulta-
neous increase in the load of the system. Adaptive traffic
allows a decrease in the size of allocated resources for new
calls, with their service time being retained. Traffic of this
kind is typically related to real time services, for example
video transmission, in the case of which any prolongation of
the transmission time is not acceptable. With elastic traffic,
the important thing is—regardless of available resources—
to execute a given service (e.g., transmission of all data).
For this purpose, along with an increase in the load of net-
work resources, it is possible to decrease the size of resources
allocated to newcallswith simultaneous prolongation of their
service time. Traffic of this type is used in a wide spectrum of
services that make use of the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) as a transmission protocol.

With the ever-growing demand for network operators to
increase available bit rates and throughput, the development
of both transmission networks and increase in the efficiency
of nodes of a network have gathered particular momentum.
In the case of transmission networks, particular technolo-
gies have been developed that make it possible to effectively
service traffic streams with very different demands in terms
of their bit rates, service time and the required Quality
of Service parameters. In order to service traffic streams
with demands ranging from kilobits per second to gigabits
per second more effectively, the literature proposes a num-
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ber of technologies, including the Optical Burst Switching
(OBS) [2], Optical Burst Transport Network (OBTN) [3]
and optical elastic networks (EON) [4,5], allowing operators
to manage available wavelengths (optical spectrum) more
effectively.

The other factor, apart from the transmission network,
that directly influences the operation of telecommunication
networks, regardless of the applied transmission medium,
is network nodes and their switches and routers. Each of
these devices includes a switching network that is executed
according to a given switching structure. The studies that
have been carried out, both those that focused on theoretical
aspects [6–10], and those related to the execution of large
optical nodes [11,12], indicate that one of the most effective
switching structures that ensures high scalability is themulti-
stage Clos network. Amulti-stage Clos network, both optical
and electronic, allows nodes with large capacities (with a
large number of inputs and outputs) to be constructed using
switching elements with small capacities. This is particu-
larly important in the case of optical networks in which, due
to technological constraints, switching elements used in con-
structing multi-stage switching networks have relatively low
numbers of inputs and outputs. One of the first large-scale
routers implementedon thebasis of high-speedoptical switch
elements, was described in [11]. This solution, in which a
three-stage Clos network is used, clearly indicates the indis-
putable advantage ofmultiservice networks over single-stage
systems.Theuniversal structure of aClos network alsomakes
it applicable in large data centers [13]. The considered struc-
ture of aClos switching network is a blocking structure. In the
blocking switching networks, contrary to the non-blocking
structures, the phenomenon of internal blocking, manifested
by the lack of any possibility of setting up a connection
between a free input and a free output, exists [14]. However,
the use of nonblocking networks is not financially viable as
it leads to a situation in which a potential increase in network
effectiveness is not matched economically by relevant finan-
cial input necessitated by its construction (a large number of
stages and switching elements) [15–17].

Electronic multi-stage switching networks and optical
multi-stage switching networks, despite a number of certain
differences (e.g., optical transient signal suppression while
switching and crosstalk) show many similarities that make
their modelling at the call level possible,1 with the applica-
tion of the same analytical models [20,21].

This article proposes a new, generalised method for ana-
lytical determination of traffic characteristics of multi-stage
switching networks servicing traffic streams undergoing

1 The analysis of traffic sources with variable bit rate at the packet level
can be reduced in its essence to the analysis at the call level (otherwise
known as flow level, session level) using, e.g., the concept of equivalent
bandwidth [18,19].

admission control mechanisms and resource allocation con-
trol. These mechanisms are executed by reservation algo-
rithms and threshold algorithms andmake it possible to shape
the quality policy (e.g., differentiation of access to limited
resources [22]), improve the effectiveness of resource usage
(e.g., spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency [23]) and
increase the stability of operation of network devices (e.g.,
load balancing [24]).At the same time, themechanisms allow
streaming, elastic and adaptive services to be performed [1].
The proposed approach of the unified modelling scheme for
different call admission mechanisms and resource allocation
control mechanisms used in switching networks makes it
possible to improve the accuracy of the determination of the
influence of these mechanisms on the accuracy in the deter-
mination of traffic characteristics of switching networks,
including in particular on the load of inter-stage links. This
method allows us to apply the same calculation model to
determine the blocking probability regardless of the resource
or call management mechanism used. As a result, the area of
application of the method is broad. The general approach to
modelling multi-stage switching networks with Clos struc-
ture thus developed also permits us to take into consideration
traffic streams generated by multiservice Erlang, Engset and
Pascal sources [25].

The remaining part of the paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents the current state of research on the analyti-
cal modelling of switching networks withmultiservice traffic
and resource and call management mechanisms. In Sect. 3,
the traffic streams, generated by multiservice sources, are
presented, along with a description of the structure of 3-stage
switching networks. Section 4 discusses the analytical mod-
els of outgoing links of a switching network, while in Sect. 5,
a new general model of interstage links of the switching net-
work under consideration is proposed. Section 6describes the
effective availability method for point-to-point and point-to-
group blocking probability calculation the switching network
withmultiservice sources.The results of analyticalmodelling
are compared with simulation data in Sect. 7. Section 8 con-
cludes the paper.

2 Related works

Analytical methods of determining the traffic properties of
switching networks with multiservice traffic can be divided
into two groups. One group of methods is aimed at searching
for time-effective methods of solving linear equations result-
ing from theMarkov process that occurs in a communication
system.Despite their high accuracy, any practical application
of these methods, based on the solution of state equations, is
very complicated or even impractical on account of too high
a number of states of a communication system involved. An
attempt to analyse two-stage switching networks with mul-
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tiservice traffic with the state equations method is presented
in [26].

The methods that belong to the other group are based
on an approximation of a multidimensional Markov process
occurring in switching systems under consideration by a one-
dimensional Markov chain that is characterised by a product
form solution [27,28]. This group of methods of calculating
blocking probabilities in switching networks with multiser-
vice traffic coincides with methods presented, for example in
[29], that are based on the assumption, proposed by Jacobeus
[30,31], of the independent nature of occupancy distributions
of links between successive stages of the network. However,
the error resulting from the above assumption, proportional
to the number of stages in a switching network, as well as
high computational complexity prevent these methods from
being effectively applied in networks with the number of
stages higher than three.

In this group of methods, the most effective ones for mod-
elling switching networks are effective availability methods
[32]. The essence and basic assumption in this group ofmeth-
ods is the idea of determining the blocking probability in a
multi-stage network on the basis of an equivalent single-stage
system, i.e. a non-full availability group (EIG). A parame-
ter that allows calculations in a non-full availability group to
be performed is the so-called effective availability. Effective
availability can be determined in themulti-stage network in a
way that ensures equality of the blocking probability in both
multi-stage and single-stage networks [33]. Studies on the
application of effective availability methods were initially
carried out for networks with single-channel traffic [33–36].
Then, the focus was turned to networks with multiservice
traffic [32,37–39].

Initially, research studies dealt with switching networks
without taking into account any mechanisms that would dif-
ferentiate the service quality for individual call streams as
a result of, for example, an introduction of call admission
control mechanisms (CAC functions) or resource alloca-
tion mechanisms. The first analytical methods that allowed
appropriate reservation algorithms in particular stages of a
switching network to be taken into consideration in calcu-
lations of the blocking probability were proposed in, e.g.
[40]. The following works dealt with switching networks
in which threshold mechanisms had been introduced [41].
Investigations in which the execution of multicast connec-
tions in switching networks could be taken into account were
also carried out [42].

Despite intense sustained works on the analytical mod-
elling of switching networks with multiservice traffic, most
models still apply to switching networks in which multiser-
vice traffic streams are generated by an infinite number of
traffic sources (PCT1 streams—Pure Chance Traffic of Type
1, also known as Erlang traffic [43]). However, in present-
day networks, the ratio of the number of traffic sources to the

capacity of a system is often limited and the value of traffic
offered by calls of individual classes depends on the count
of traffic sources for individual service classes [44,45].

Studies on modelling switching networks with multiser-
vice traffic generated by a finite number of traffic sources
(Engset and Pascal streams) can be divided into two groups,
depending on the source type. The literature on the subject
distinguishes multiservice systems with single-service traf-
fic sources andmultiservice systemswithmultiservice traffic
sources [46]. In the case of the former type of a multiservice
system, a single source of a given traffic class can generate
one, strictly defined, traffic stream. In the case of multi-
service systems with multiservice traffic sources, in turn, a
single source can generate different traffic streams that cor-
respond to the classes related to the given source. The first
attempts to apply the effective availability method to multi-
service traffic sources with single-service Engset and Pascal
traffic sources were presented in [47,48]. Over time, these
have been extended to include multiservice switching net-
works with single-service Engset traffic sources and derived
resource access control mechanisms such as, for example,
threshold mechanisms [49].

The authors in [46] attempt to develop a new model of
multiservice switching network in which a single source
can generate different traffic streams that correspond to
service classes related to the given source. In the model
considered in the study, traffic sources correspond to real ter-
minals (end devices) that support different types of services
(e.g. voice services, video-conferences or data transmission).
Thus defined systems are then compared with systems that
have earlier been considered in the literature on the subject:
multiservice systems with single-service traffic sources, i.e.
terminals related to only one type of service. Relevant inves-
tigations, originally initiated in [46], are then continued in
[50,51]. Głąbowski and Sobieraj [50] proposes the PGB-
R method for calculations of the point-to-group blocking
probability in a switching network with multiservice traf-
fic sources and a reservation algorithm, while [51] discusses
the PGB-T method for the determination of point-to-group
blocking probability in a network with multiservice traffic
sources and threshold mechanisms.

In all hitherto published works, particular resource alloca-
tion control mechanisms (thresholdmechanisms, reservation
mechanisms) required specialized methods of network mod-
elling to be worked out. The methods of modelling networks
with reservationmechanisms [50]were developed differently
than those for networkswith thresholdmechanisms [51]. The
influence of thesemechanisms, applied to output links, on the
traffic properties of inter-stage links was determined by scal-
ing the reservation/threshold boundaries in inter-stage links,
where the scale coefficient was defined as the ratio between
the capacity of output links and inter-stage links. Thus con-
structed heuristics suffered, however, from amajor drawback
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Fig. 1 Model of a multi-stage switching network

resulting in the introduction of certain inaccuracies in deter-
mining internal blocking probability.

The present article proposes a new generalised method
of analytical determination of traffic characteristics of multi-
stage switching networks with implemented call admission
and resource allocation control mechanisms. The proposed
approach to modelling different call admission and resource
allocation control mechanisms used in switching networks
will make it possible to significantly increase the accuracy of
determining traffic characteristics of switching networks and,
additionally, to take into account traffic streams generated by
multiservice Erlang, Engset and Pascal traffic sources [51].
The recurrent method of modelling multiservice switching
networks with multiservice sources developed in the article
will enable a simultaneous determination of point-to-point
and point-to-group blocking probabilities.

3 General model of a switching network

3.1 Structure of offered traffic

Consider the multiservice z-stage switching network [46]
with Clos structure presented in Fig. 1. Our assumption is
that each inter-stage link has the capacity equal to f AUs
(allocation units, e.g., links, channels, basic bandwidth units
[52]). The output links of the switching network are grouped
into link groups that create the so-called output directions
towards the neighbouring nodes of the network. A typical
structure of output directions is presented in Fig. 1: each
direction includes one output link from each switch of the
last stage.

The assumption is that the network is offered calls related
to m service classes that belong to set M = {1, 2, . . . , m}.
A given class c is unequivocally defined by the number tc

of AUs necessary to set up a new connection of class c, as
well as parameter μc of the exponential service time distri-
bution for calls of class c (μ−1

c —the average service time of
a call of class c). Calls of particular service classes are gen-
erated by Erlang, Engset and Pascal traffic sources. Because
of the multiservice nature of the traffic sources (the possi-
bility to generate calls of a number of services by just one
source), they are grouped into appropriate sets [46]. Another
assumption is that each set includes a defined number of
traffic classes that generate traffic streams of the same type
(i.e. Erlang, Engset and Pascal). The number of generated
different traffic streams depends on the set of available ser-
vices for a given set of traffic sources—for each set of traffic
sources a correlated set of available service classes, that is a
subset of set M, has been defined. In the system, sI sets of
traffic sources that generate Erlang traffic streams have been
defined, as well as sJ sets of traffic sources that generate
Engset traffic streams, and sK sets of traffic sources that gen-
erate Pascal traffic streams. The total number of sets of traffic
sources in the system is s = sI + sJ + sK . Symbol ZEn, j

denotes set number j that includes NEn, j Engset sources,
symbol ZPa,k denotes set number k that includes SPa,k Pas-
cal sources, whereas symbol ZEr,i denotes set i of Erlang
traffic sources. Sources that belong to set ZEr,i can generate
call streams from set CEr,i = {1, 2, . . . , cEr,i }, where cEr,i is
equal to the number of services available to traffic sources
that belong to set ZEr,i . Similarly, sources that belong to set
ZEn, j can generate call streams that are related to the set of
servicesCEn, j = {1, 2, . . . , cEn, j }, while sources that belong
to set ZPa,k can generate call streams that are related to set
CPa,k = {1, 2, . . . , cPa,k} of available services.

The participation of class c (c = 1, 2, . . . , m) in the struc-
ture of traffic generated by sources from sets ZEr,i , ZEn, j ,
ZPa,k , respectively, is determined by parameters ηEr,i,c,
ηEn, j,c ηPa,k,c. These parameters for individual sets of Erlang,
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Engset and Pascal traffic sources satisfy the following depen-
dencies:

∀i=1,...,sI

cEr,i∑

c=1

ηEr,i,c = 1,

∀ j=1,...,sJ

cEn, j∑

c=1

ηEn, j,c = 1,

∀k=1,...,sK

cPa,k∑

c=1

ηPa,k,c = 1.

(1)

In the case of Erlang traffic streams, the intensity of arrival
of new calls does not depend on the number of serviced traf-
fic sources (the model assumes an infinite number of traffic
sources) [25,53]. As a result, for the considered system, the
average value of traffic generated by Erlang sources from set
ZEr,i generating calls of class c is:

AEr,i,c = ηEr,i,cλEr,i/μc, (2)

where λEr,i is the intensity of arrival of calls generated by
sources that belong to set ZEr,i .

In the case ofEngset sources, the intensity of arrival of new
calls of particular classes decreases with the increase in the
number of serviced traffic sources (the occupancy state of the
system), whereas in the case of Pascal sources, the intensity
of arrival of new calls of particular classes increases along
with the increase in the number of serviced traffic sources (the
occupancy state of the system) [25,53].Values AEn, j,c(n) and
APa,k,c(n) of traffic offered, respectively, by Engset sources
from set ZEn, j and Pascal sources from set ZPa,k , generating
calls of class c in state n of busy AUs, can then be determined
as follows:

AEn, j,c(n) = [ηEn, j,c NEn, j − yEn, j,c(n)]αEn, j ,

APa,k,c(n) = [ηPa,k,c SPa,k + yPa,k,c(n)]βPa,k,
(3)

where

– yEn, j,c(n)—the average number of calls of class c that are
generated by Engset sources from set ZEn, j and serviced
in the system in the occupancy state of n AUs,

– yPa,k,c(n)—the average number of calls of class c that are
generated by Pascal sources from set ZPa,k and serviced
in the system in the occupancy state of n AUs,

– αEn, j—the average intensity of traffic offered by a single
Engset source from set ZEn, j :

αEn, j =
cEn, j∑

c=1

ηEn, j,cγEn, j/μc, (4)

where γEn, j—intensity of generating calls by a single
free Engset source that belongs to set ZEn, j ,

– βPa,k—the average intensity of traffic offered by a single
Pascal source that belongs to set ZPa,k :

βPa,k =
cPa,k∑

c=1

ηPa,k,cγPa,k/μc, (5)

where γPa,k—intensity of call generation by a single free
Pascal source that belongs to set ZPa,k .

We can observe that with these three types of traffic
streams (Erlang, Engset, Pascal), we are able to describe all
dependencies between call intensity and state of the system
(the number of active sources of particular classes). In the
case of Erlang traffic stream, when the load of the system
increases or decreases, the call intensity is unchanged. In the
case of Engset traffic streams, when the load of the system
increases, the call intensity decreases. In the case of Pascal
traffic streams, when the load of the system increases, the
call intensity also increases.

3.2 Algorithms for setting up connections in a switching
network

Switching networks can operate with either of the two types
of selection, i.e. point-to-point selection or point-to-group
selection. Let us consider the point-to-group algorithm first.
Setting up a connection in the switching network with multi-
service traffic with this type of selection commences with the
determination of a switch of the first stage where, at the input
link, a call of a given class c arrives. Then, a switch of the
last stage that has an output link in the demanded direction
with at least tc free AUs is chosen according to a random-
ized algorithm. For thus determined switches, i.e. input and
output switches, the algorithm attempts to set up a connec-
tion within the network. The existence of a free connecting
path is followed by the execution of this connection. Other-
wise, another attempt to set up a connection will be made,
i.e. the controlling device will attempt to find a free con-
necting path between a given switch of the first stage and a
newly determined switch of the last stage that has at least
tc free AUs in the demanded direction. If this connecting
path exists, then the connection will be executed; if not, the
third attempt to set up a connection will be made according
to the same procedure. If the connection cannot be success-
fully executed during the last possible attempt no. υ (υ is the
number of switches of the last stage and, at the same time,
the number of links of the output group), then the call will
be lost due to internal blocking in the switching network.
If, in a given state of the switching network, none of the
switches of the last stage that would have output links with
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Fig. 2 Model of a
limited-availability group with
reservation

at least tc free AUs are available, then the call will be lost
due to external blocking. Point-to-point selection is a par-
ticular case of point-to-group selection and can be treated as
point-to-group selectionwith just one attempt to set up a con-
nection. Hence, point-to-point selection leads to a decrease
in the loss probability and, in particular, external blocking
probability as compared to point-to-group selection.

4 Models of output links of a switching network

4.1 Introduction

Losses in the switching network are due to the phenomenon
of internal and external blocking. To shape the dependence
between the values of losses in individual multiservice traffic
classes, it is possible to introduce threshold mechanisms [51]
and resource reservation mechanisms [40] to particular links
in switching networks. These mechanisms can be treated as
both executions of the call admission control function and
resource management processes, thus making it possible to
introduce dynamic resource reservation for particular traffic
classes or appropriate adaptation of the volume of allocated
resources to match the occupancy state of the system.

The assumption in the article is that, to reduce the com-
plexity of algorithms for call admission control process in the
switching network [10], resource reservation mechanisms
and threshold mechanisms will be introduced to just out-
put directions (groups of output links). However, it should
be noticed that, on account of the algorithm for setting up

connections [the first stage of the algorithm involves the iden-
tification of the availability of output links (Sect. 3.2)], an
introduction of resource management mechanisms in output
directions of the switching network also has direct influence
on the change in traffic characteristics of intra-stage groups.

In order to present the proposed universalmethod formod-
elling switching networks with Erlang, Engset and Pascal
traffic by resource reservation and threshold mechanisms,
Sect. 4.2 presents an analytical model of a group of output
directions in a switching network, whereas Sect. 5 includes
a presentation of a new analytical model of inter-stage links
in the switching network.

4.2 Model of output links with resource reservation

Consider the model of an output direction (a group of output
links) presented in Sect. 3.1, the so-called limited-availability
group model with multiservice traffic sources [54] (Fig. 2)
and introduced reservationmechanisms. Let us notice that the
consideredmodel accurately describes the output direction—
presented in Sect. 3.1—that is composed of υ identical
separated links, each having the capacity of f AUs. The total
capacity of the group (output direction of the network) VL is
VL = υ f AUs.

In the considered system (the output direction of the
switching network), a resource reservation mechanism for
a given number of traffic classes has been introduced. The
reservationmechanism has been defined for the set of classes
R, that is a subset of the set of all traffic classes M, by a
determination of the so-called reservation threshold Rc, i.e.
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themaximumoccupancy state for the group inwhich a call of
class c that belongs to set R can still be admitted for service.
Additionally, parameter Sc has been defined that defines the
reservation space, i.e. the set of occupancy states in which a
call of class c cannot be admitted for service: Sc = VL − Rc.
According to the adopted reservation mechanism, the reser-
vation threshold is determined for the occupancy state of the
whole of the group irrespective of the actual occupancy state
of individual links in the group.

The system with limited availability and resource reser-
vation under consideration admits for service calls of class
c—that belongs to set R—only when a call can be entirely
serviced by the resources of one of the links and when the
number of free AUs in the group is higher than or equal
to the value of reservation space Sc. A call of class c that
does not belong to set R can be admitted for service when
it can be entirely serviced by the resources of one of the
links (resources demanded to service a single call cannot
be allocated in a number of links, which is a characteristic
feature of systems with limited availability [54]). A group
with limited availability is then a good example of a sys-
tem with state-dependent service process in which the state
dependence results from the structure of a group and the
introduced reservation mechanism.

It is proved in [55] that in order to model multiservice sys-
tems with state-dependent call admission process one can
apply an approximation of the service process that occurs
in these systems by one-dimensional Markov chain. The
adopted approach allows the Kaufman-Roberts recurrence
[27,28], developed for systems with state-independent call
admission process and Erlang call streams, to be generalised
to a form that makes it possible to determine the occupancy
distribution (state probability) in systems with state depen-
dent call arrival process servicing Erlang, Engset and Pascal
traffic streams [55]:

n[Pn]VL =
sI∑

i=1

cEr,i∑

c=1

AEr,i,cσc(n − tc)tc[Pn−tc ]VL

+
sJ∑

j=1

cEn, j∑

c=1

AEn, j,c(n − tc)σc(n − tc)tc[Pn−tc ]VL

+
sK∑

k=1

cPa,k∑

c=1

APa,k,c(n − tc)σc(n − tc)tc[Pn−tc ]VL .

(6)

In Formula (6), [Pn]VL is the occupancy distribution in a sys-
temwith capacity VL, while parameter σc(n) defines the total
dependence of the call admission process in the system on
the current occupancy state of the system, resulting fromboth
the particular structure of the group and from the introduced
reservation mechanism.

In order to reflect the influence of a specific structure of a
group on the process of determining the occupancy distribu-
tionwith the recurrence (6), it is proposed in [56] to introduce
conditional transition coefficients σc,S(n). The value of the
parameter σc,S(n) does not depend on the call arrival process
and can be determined as follows [56]:

σc,S(n) = F(VL − n, υ, f, 0) − F(VL − n, υ, tc − 1, 0)

F(VL − n, υ, f, 0)
,

(7)

where F(x, υ, f, t) determines the number of possible
arrangements of x free AUs in υ links, each with the capac-
ity equal to f AUs, with accompanying assumption that each
link has at least t free AUs:

F (x, υ, f, t) =

⌊
x−υt
f −t+1

⌋

∑

r=0

(−1)r
(

υ

r

)

(
x − υ(t − 1) − 1 − r( f − t + 1)

υ − 1

)
. (8)

Let us notice that in the case of the considered model
of a limited-availability group, multiservice traffic sources
and reservation, the operation of the reservation mechanism
introduces additional dependence between the service stream
in the system and the current state of the system. To deter-
mine this dependence, parameter σc,R(n) is introduced. This
parameter can be determined in the following way:

σc,R(n) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 for n � Rc ∧ c ∈ R,

0 for n > Rc ∧ c ∈ R,

1 for c /∈ R.

(9)

The reservationmechanism is introduced to the group irre-
spective of the group structure, which makes it possible to
use a product description of the total transition coefficient in
a limited-availability group:

σc(n) = σc,S(n) · σc,R(n). (10)

With the occupancy distribution calculated and obtained
on the basis of Formula (6), we are in a position to deter-
mine the values of parameters yEn, j,c(n) and yPa,k,c(n)which
define the average number of serviced calls of class c gener-
ated by Engset sources from set j and Pascal sources from
set k, respectively, in the occupancy state of n AUs [55]:

yEn, j,c(n)

=
{

AEn, j,c(n − tc)σc(n − tc)[Pn−tc ]VL/[Pn]VL for n � VL,

0, for n > VL,

(11)
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yPa,k,c(n)

=
{

APa,k,c(n − tc)σc(n − tc)[Pn−tc ]VL/[Pn]VL for n � VL,

0, for n > VL.

(12)

The knowledge of distribution [Pn]VL is required for
parameters yEn, j,c(n) and yPa,k,c(n) to be determined, and, in
turn, to determine distribution [Pn]VL it is necessary to know
the values of parameters yEn, j,c(n) and yPa,k,c(n), which
enables the determination of traffic values AEn, j,c(n) of class
c offered by Engset sources from set j in the occupancy
state of n AUs and traffic APa,k,c(n) of class c offered by
Pascal sources from set k in the occupancy state of n AUs
[Formula (3)]. Equations (3), (6), (11) and (12), thus form a
series of confounded equations. To solve a given set of con-
founded equations, it is necessary to use the iterativemethods
developed in [25,55]. Having determined the occupancy dis-
tribution in the limited-availability group with a reservation
mechanism, the blocking probability for calls of class c that
belong to setM = {1, 2, . . . , m} can be expressed as follows:

Ec =
VL∑

n=0

[Pn]VL [1 − σc(n)] . (13)

4.3 Model of an output group with threshold
mechanisms

Let us now consider a model of output links of a switching
network to which a threshold mechanism has been intro-
duced, i.e. a model of a limited-availability group with
thresholdmechanisms. The considered thresholdmechanism
makes the size of allocated resources (allocation units) for
individual service classes dependent on the occupancy state
of a given system. In a threshold system, an increase in the
load of the system is followed by a decrease in the size of
allocated resources to calls of a given service class. This can
ultimately lead to a prolongation of data transmission time
(for elastic services, where data need to be transmitted in
their entirety) or to a decrease in the quality of transmitted
multimedia data (for adaptive services, in which a prolon-
gation of data transmission time is not possible). However,
when the load of the system decreases, the number of AUs
required by calls of individual classes increases, while the
average service time can be decreased.

Let us consider a model of a limited-availability group
with threshold mechanisms [55] with capacity VL (Fig. 3),
that services m traffic classes belonging to set M =
{1, 2, . . . , m} (Sect. 3). For each class from set M, a set
of thresholds is defined. The set of introduced thresholds,
related to class c, can be presented in the following form:
{Qc,1, Qc,2, . . . , Qc,qc }, where {Qc,1 ≤ Qc,2 ≤ · · · ≤
Qc,qc }. In the system, a given threshold area u of class c

Fig. 3 Model of a limited-availability group with threshold mecha-
nisms

limited by thresholds Qc,u and Qc,u+1 is defined by its own
set of parameters {tc,u, μc,u}, where tc,0 > tc,1 > · · · >

tc,u > · · · tc,qc andμ−1
c,0 ≤ μ−1

c,1 ≤ · · · ≤ μ−1
c,u ≤ · · · ≤ μc,qc .

Figure 3 shows a sample model of a limited-availability
groupwith thresholdmechanisms inwhich a thresholdmech-
anismhas been introduced to class 1 only. In the pre-threshold
area, calls of class c demand tc,0 AUs to set up a connection,
while the average service time is μ−1

c,0. When the load of the
system increases above the threshold value Qc,1, the system
will be in the threshold area 1. The number of demandedAUs
will decrease from value tc,0 to value tc,1, while the average
service time will increase to value μ−1

c,1. The situation is sim-
ilar when the system transfers to the next threshold areas.

The considered limited-availability group with threshold
mechanisms is offered three types of traffic streams: Erlang,
Engset and Pascal traffic streams, defined in Sect. 3.1. In
order to include the influence of the threshold mechanisms
on traffic value AEr,i,c,u , generated by Erlang sources that
belong to set ZEr,i , traffic value AEn, j,c,u(n) offered by
Engset sources form setZEn, j and traffic APa,k,c,u(n) offered
by Pascal sources from setZPa,k , in the threshold area u, For-
mulas (2) and (3) are to be adequately modified:

AEr,i,c,u = ηEr,i,cλEr,i/μc,u, (14)

AEn, j,c,u(n) = [ηEn, j,c NEn, j − yEn, j,c,u(n)]αEn, j,u,

APa,k,c,u(n) = [ηPa,k,c SPa,k + yPa,k,c,u(n)]βPa,k,u, (15)
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where αEn, j,u determines the average intensity of traffic
offered by one free Engset source that belongs to set ZEn, j

in threshold area u:

αEn, j,u =
cEn, j∑

c=1

ηEn, j,cγEn, j/μc,u, (16)

whereas βPa,k,u determines the average traffic offered by one
free Pascal source that belongs to set ZPa,k in threshold area
u:

βPa,k,u =
cPa,k∑

c=1

ηPa,k,cγPa,k/μc,u . (17)

Observe that in the case of the considered model of
limited-availability group with multiservice traffic sources
and threshold mechanisms, the operation of the threshold
mechanisms introduces an additional dependence between
the service stream in the system and the current occupancy
state of the system. To include this dependence in the con-
siderations, in Eq. (6), we will introduce coefficient σc,u,P(n)

that determines the occupancy states in the system in which
offered traffic is defined by parameters {tc,u, μc,u}:

σc,u,P(n) =
{
1 for Qc,u < n ≤ Qc,u+1,

0 for remaining n.
(18)

In addition, changing volumes of resources that are allocated
to calls in particular occupancy states impose a change in the
way the conditional transition coefficient σc,S is determined
[Formula (7)], i.e. the coefficient that describes the influence
of the structure of the system on the new call admission pro-
cess:

σc,S(n) = F(VL − n, υ, f, 0) − F(VL − n, υ, tc,u − 1, 0)

F(VL − n, υ, f, 0)
,

(19)

where the value of function F (x, υ, f, t) is determined by
Formula (8). In the case of Formula (19), value tc,u ismatched
according to the number of threshold u determined on the
basis of state n.

Observe that threshold mechanisms are introduced to the
group regardless of its structure, which enables the prod-
uct form description of the total transition coefficient in the
limited-availability group:

σc,u(n) = σc,S(n) · σc,u,P(n), (20)

and then of the occupancy distribution in the considered
threshold system:

n[Pn]VL =
sI∑

i=1

cEr,i∑

c=1

qc∑

u=1

AEr,i,c,uσc,u(n − tc,u)tc,u[Pn−tc,u ]VL

+
sJ∑

j=1

cEn, j∑

c=1

qc∑

u=1

AEn, j,c,u(n − tc,u)σc,u(n − tc,u)tc,u[Pn−tc,u ]VL

+
sK∑

k=1

cPa,k∑

c=1

qc∑

u=1

APa,k,c,u(n − tc,u)σc,u(n − tc,u)tc,u[Pn−tc,u ]VL .

(21)

Having calculated occupancies [Pn]VL fromFormula (21),
we are in the position to determine the values of the parame-
ters yEn, j,c,u(n) and yPa,k,c,u(n) after applying the following
equations:

yEn, j,c,u(n)

=
{

AEn, j,c,u(n − tc,u)σc,u(n − tc,u)[Pn−tc,u ]VL/[Pn]VL for n � VL,

0, for n > VL;
(22)

yPa,k,c,u(n)

=
{

APa,k,c,u(n − tc,u)σc,u(n − tc,u)[Pn−tc,u ]VL/[Pn]VL for n � VL,

0, for n > VL.

(23)

Just as in the case of the limited-availability group with
reservation, Formulas (15), (21), (22) and (23) form a system
of confounded equations. To solve them, the iterative process
proposed in [57] has to be applied. Thus determined occu-
pancy distribution allows us then to determine the blocking
probability for each of them service classes. For calls of class
c, this can be expressed by the following formula:

Ec =
VL∑

n=VL−tc,qc +1

[Pn]VL (1 − σc,S(n)). (24)

5 Models of inter-stage links in a switching
network

5.1 Introduction

Let us now consider an analytical model of individual inter-
stage links of the switching network. Given the adopted
assumption, the algorithm that controls the call admission
process admits of a new call (or the size of resources allo-
cated to calls of particular classes) dependingon the threshold
mechanism that has been introduced to output directions
only, while taking into account the current occupancy state
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of a given direction. During the second stage of the admis-
sion of a new call, i.e. while setting up a connection path
between a free input link and one of the free output links
in the demanded direction, the control device checks only
if there is a connection path that offers a sufficient number
of free AUs to service a call of class c (the number of AUs
can be decreased as a result of the application of threshold
mechanisms in the output direction). It should be noticed
though that the applied mechanisms that make the operation
of the function of new call admission control dependent on
the occupancy state of output directions has a direct influence
on the structure of traffic offered to inter-stage links.

The assumption in most works devoted to analytical mod-
elling of switching networks (e.g. [48]) is that inter-stage
links can be described by the model of the so-called full-
availability group with multiservice traffic. The model of a
full-availability group, without thresholdmechanisms and/or
reservation, was initially developed for Erlang traffic streams
[27,28], and then was expanded to include systems that ser-
viced Engset and Pascal traffic streams [25]. Głąbowski and
Sobieraj [51] assumes that in the case of the introduction
of threshold mechanisms to output directions of a network,
inter-stage links can be modelled by the model of a full-
availability group with threshold mechanisms. Within this
approach, it is necessary to determine the values of thresh-
olds QF

c,u for the full-availability group that influence the size
of resources allocated to calls of class c, depending on the
current occupancy distribution. The basic problem in deter-
mining these values results from the difference in capacity
VL of the output direction and VF of a single inter-stage link
(VF = f , VL = υ f ). To reflect the values of the thresh-
olds established for the model of a limited-availability group
(model of a group of output links) on the values of the thresh-
olds implemented in the model of a full-availability group
(model of a single link), in [51] the following approximation
is proposed:

QF
c,u = �QL

c,u/υ�, (25)

where QF
c,u is the threshold value in the output direction,

while QF
c,u is a fictitious threshold value in an inter-stage

link.

5.2 A new model of inter-stage links with threshold
mechanisms

This section presents a new method of modelling inter-stage
links in switching networkswhere thresholdmechanisms and
reservation mechanisms have been introduced to the output
directions. The assumption in the adopted method is that
inter-stage links will be modelled by the model of a full-
availability group without threshold mechanisms [46]. The
influence of the threshold mechanisms introduced in output

links on the structure of traffic in inter-stage links will be
taken into account by a change in the number of traffic classes
offered to inter-stage links. In these circumstances, calls of
class c that are offered to output links can have (qc + 1) dif-
ferent tc,u values of resources (AUs) allocated, depending on
the occupancy state of the system, where u is the threshold
number and qc is the number of thresholds defined for class
c. A given number of resource demands that can occur in
output directions as a result of the applied threshold mech-
anisms determines at the same time the maximum number
of traffic classes whose calls can be offered to inter-stage
links. Observe that the number of defined sets of sI Erlang,
sJ Engset and sK Pascal traffic sources does not change, but
it is only the number of traffic classes that belong respec-
tively to appropriate sets CEr,i , CEn, j and CPa,k of traffic
classes that correspond to appropriate sets of multiservice
traffic sources, that can be changed. An increased count of
setsCEr,i ,CEn, j andCPa,k can be expressed by the following
equations:

cFEr,i =
cEr,i∑

c=1

(qc + 1),

cFEn, j =
cEn, j∑

c=1

(qc + 1),

cFPa,k =
cPa,k∑

c=1

(qc + 1). (26)

Parameters tc and μc for new traffic classes related to call
streams offered to the full-availability group can be obtained
by establishing a particular relationship between parameters
tc,u and μc,u that are related to call streams offered to the
limited-availability group in individual threshold areas. This
particular assignment of appropriate values to parameters tc
and μc is performed on the basis of the following formulas:

∀1≤c≤m ∀0≤u≤qc tc+u+∑c−1
z=1 qz

= tc,u, (27)

∀1≤c≤m ∀0≤u≤qc μc+u+∑c−1
z=1 qz

= μc,u . (28)

In Formulas (27) and (28), expression
∑c−1

z=1 qz prevents
us from making unnecessary duplicate indexes related to
the new traffic classes. The applied method for determin-
ing the value of parameters tc and μc makes it possible to
use a full-availability group without threshold mechanisms
to approximate inter-stage links of switching networks with
threshold mechanisms.

Let us now consider a method of determining the intensity
of traffic offered to a new class c in an inter-stage link. For this
purpose, let us introduce parameter bc,u to the model under
consideration which determines the blocking probability for
calls of class c to which a given number of AUs, related to
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Fig. 4 Determination of parameter bc,u in limited-availability group

threshold area u − 1, is allocated. The values of parameter
bc,u can be determined on the basis of the following formula:

bc,u =
VL∑

n=QL
c,u+1

[Pn]VL . (29)

Parameter bc,u is equal to the sum of the probabilities of these
states (Fig. 4) in which it is not feasible to allocate resources
equal to: (tc,u−1, tc,u−2, . . ., tc,0) to a call of class c. Occu-
pancy distribution [Pn]VL is a distribution determined on the
basis of the model of a limited-availability group and thresh-
old mechanisms (Sect. 4.3). Let us assume that an output
group of the switching network is offered traffic AEr,i,c,0 of
class c that demands tc,0 AUs. This means that in the inter-
stage link we will define “new traffic” of class c, demanding
tc+0 = tc,0 AUs to set up a connection. This traffic is part
of traffic AEr,i,c,0 and can be evaluated on the basis of the
following reasoning: in the pre-threshold area of the output
group, this part of traffic AEr,i,c,0 that demands tc,0 AUs is
serviced that is not blocked in this area: AEr,i,c,0(1 − bc,1).
The first threshold area of the output group is offered traffic
that is blocked in the pre-threshold area: AEr,i,c,0bc,1. This
results in the arrival of demands with the value tc+1 = tc,1
in the inter-stage link. Consequently, traffic that is blocked

in the threshold areas, from zero threshold area (in the pre-
threshold area) to u − 1, i.e. traffic AEr,i,c,0

∏u
q=1 bc,q , is

directed to threshold area u. Part of this particular traffic that
is not blocked in area u will create “new” traffic of class c
with the value:

(1 − bc,u+1)AEr,i,c,0

∏u

q=1
bc,q . (30)

Observe that traffic described by Formula (30), demanding
tc,u AUs, is determined in the output group of the switching
network that is composed of υ links. Therefore, traffic over
one link that demands tc+u AUs will be υ times lower:

1

υ
(1 − bc,u+1)AEr,i,c,0

∏u

q=1
bc,q . (31)

By taking the above reasoning into consideration and taking
into account the total traffic offered to the inter-stage link,
we can write:

∀1≤i ≤sI ∀1≤c≤cEr,i ∀0≤u≤qc AF
Er,i,c+u+∑c−1

z=1 qz

=
{[

AEr,i,c,0(1 − bc,u+1)
∏u

z=1 bc,z
]
/υ for u < qc,[

AEr,i,c,0
∏u

z=1 bc,z
]
/υ for u = qc,

(32)

where the average traffic intensity AEr,i,c,0 is determined on
the basis of Formula (14), whereas that of the parameter bc,u

is on the basis of Formula (29).
Following the same reasoning, the average traffic αF

En, j,c

and βF
Pa,k,c offered by one free source from a set of traf-

fic sources of Engset and Pascal traffic, respectively, can be
determined:

∀1≤ j≤sJ ∀1≤c≤cEn, j ∀0≤u≤qc αF
En, j,c+u+∑c−1

z=1 qz

=
{[

αEn, j,c,0(1 − bc,u+1)
∏u

z=1 bc,z
]
/υ for u < qc,[

αEn, j,c,0
∏u

z=1 bc,z
]
/υ for u = qc,

(33)

∀1≤k≤sK ∀1≤c≤cPa,k ∀0≤u≤qc βF
Pa,k,c+u+∑c−1

z=1 qz

=
{[

βPa,k,c,0(1 − bc,u+1)
∏u

z=1 bc,z
]
/υ for u < qc,[

βPa,k,c,0
∏u

z=1 bc,z
]
/υ for u = qc,

(34)

where the average intensity of traffic αEn, j,c,0 and βPa,k,c,0

offered by one free Engset and Pascal source in the pre-
threshold area is determined on the basis of the following
formulas:

αEn, j,c,0 = ηEn, j,cγEn, j/μc,0, (35)

βPa,k,c,0 = ηPa,k,cγPa,k/μc,0. (36)
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Having determined the values for traffic: AF
Er,i,c, αF

En, j,c

and βF
Pa,k,c, it is possible to determine occupancy distribution

[Pn]VF in the inter-stage link:

n [Pn]VF =
sI∑

i=1

cFEr,i∑

c=1

AF
Er,i,ctc

[
Pn−tc

]
VF

+
sJ∑

j=1

cFEn, j∑

c=1

AF
En, j,c(n − tc)tc

[
Pn−tc

]
VF

+
sK∑

k=1

cFPa,k∑

c=1

AF
Pa,k,c(n − tc)tc

[
Pn−tc

]
VF

. (37)

In Formula (37), parameter AF
En, j,c(n) determines the aver-

age intensity of offered traffic, in state n busy AUs, by calls
of class c, generated by the sources from the Engset set:

AF
En, j,c(n) = [ηEn, j,c NEn, j − yFEn, j,c(n)]αF

En, j , (38)

where parameter αF
En, j is determined by the following for-

mula:

αF
En, j =

cFEn, j∑

c=1

αF
En, j,c, (39)

in which parameter αF
En, j,c is determined on the basis of For-

mula (33). Parameter AF
Pa,k,c(n) in Formula (37) is then the

average intensity of traffic offered in state n by calls of class
c generated by sources from the Pascal set:

AF
Pa,k,c(n) = [ηPa,k,c SPa,k + yFPa,k,c(n)]βF

Pa,k, (40)

where parameter βF
Pa,k is determined by the following equa-

tion:

βF
Pa,k =

cFPa,k∑

c=1

βF
Pa,k,c, (41)

in which parameter βF
Pa,k,c is determined by Formula (34).

With the occupancy distribution calculated and obtained
on the basis of Formula (37), it is possible to determine the
values of parameters yFEn, j,c(n) and yFPa,k,c(n) that indicate
the average number of calls of class c that are serviced in the
system, generated by the sources that belong to sets ZEn, j

(Engset source) and ZPa,k (Pascal source):

yFEn, j,c(n)

=
{

AF
En, j,c(n − tc)

[
Pn−tc

]
VF

/ [Pn]VF for n � VF,

0 for n > VF,

(42)

yFPa,k,c(n)

=
{

AF
Pa,k,c(n − tc)

[
Pn−tk

]
VF

/ [Pn]VF for n � VF,

0 for n > VF.

(43)

To determine parameters yFEn, j,c(n) and yFPa,k,c(n) it is
necessary to know occupancy distribution [Pn]VF ; finding
it, in turn, requires the values of parameters yFEn, j,c(n)

and yFPa,k,c(n) to be known. Therefore, to determine occu-
pancy distribution [Pn]VF , the iterative method, developed in
[25], has to be applied. In thismethod, traffic values in a given
step of iteration AF

En, j,c(n) and AF
Pa,k,c(n) are determined on

the basis of parameters yFEn, j,c(n) i yFPa,k,c(n) determined in
the preceding iteration step.

Blocking probability in the inter-stage link is equal to the
sum of probabilities of states in which the system cannot
admit new calls of class c for service. Therefore, blocking
probability can be expressed by the following formula:

EF
c =

VF∑

n=VF−tc+1

[Pn]VF , (44)

where occupancy distribution [Pn]VF is determined by For-
mula (37).

6 Recurrent method for the determination of
blocking probability in a switching network

Total blocking probability ET(c) for calls of class c is the
sum of all external blocking probabilities EE(c) and inter-
nal blocking probability EI(c). By taking into consideration
the dependencies between the events of internal and external
blocking, we get [58]:

ET(c) = EE(c) + EI(c) [1 − EE(c)] . (45)

The difference [1 − EE(c)] in the second element of For-
mula (45) results from the operation of a control device that
controls a switching network. This device first checks if there
are any free output links in a given direction for calls of class
c. If such links cannot be found, then the call is lost due to
external blocking and there is no need to checkwhether inter-
nal blocking occurs or not. Such an algorithm is determined
by Formula (45) in which a concurrence of events of external
and internal blocking is excluded.

External blocking occurs when none of the output links in
a demanded direction of a switching network is not capable
of serving a call of class c. Consequently, external block-
ing probability is equal to the blocking probability in the
limited-availability group that models the output direction
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of the switching network and can be determined, depending
on the admission control mechanism and resource allocation
mechanisms applied, on the basis of Eq. (13) (for reservation)
or (24) (for threshold mechanisms).

In order to determine the internal blocking probability,
the article proposes a recurrent method—the PGPPBRec-
U method (Point-to-Group and Point-to-Point Blocking
Recurrent—Universal) that takes into consideration a gener-
alised model of inter-stage links in switching networks with
multiservice traffic sources and reservation and threshold
mechanisms. This method is a modification of the recurrent
method described in [48] and developed to determine point-
to-group and point-to-point blocking probability in switching
networks with single-service traffic sources.

The proposed method is based on the effective availability
parameter. This parameter averages out the average number
of switches of the last stage with which a call in a given
direction can be set up. The assumption is that the switch of
the last stage can be directly available or available through
direct occupancy. In line with definition [32], a switch is
directly available when, in a given state of the network, there
is a possibility of setting up a connection of a given class
between this switch and a given switch of the first stage (at the
input of which a call arrives). A switch is available through
direct occupancy if there is a set up connection of a given class
between this switch and a given switch of the first stage.

The determination of the effective availability for a traffic
stream of class c is based on the concept of the so-called
equivalent network [32]. The equivalent network is a single-
service network with the same structure as the multiservice
network. Each single link of the equivalent network is
assigned a fictitious load el(c) that is equal to the block-
ing probability for traffic of class c in an inter-stage link of
a real network, between stages l and l + 1. This probability
can be determined on the basis of occupancy distribution in
the full-availability group that models inter-stage links of the
switching network [Formula (44), Sect. 5]. For the purpose of
the discussed recurrent method, to determine effective avail-
abilitydz(c) for a traffic streamof class c in z-stage equivalent
network, the following formula can be used [48]:

dz(c) = [1 − πz(c)]υ + πz(c)e1(c). (46)

where

– dz(c)—effective availability for traffic stream of class c
in equivalent z-stage switching network,

– πz(c)—the so-called probability of direct unavailability
of a given switch of the last stage for a call of class c.
Parameter πz(c) determines the probability of an event in
which a connection of class c between a given switch of
thefirst stage and a given switch of the last stage cannot be
set up. The determination of this parameter is based on the

analysis of a channel graph for the equivalent switching
network [32,59],

– υ—the number of output links in a given direction,
– η—the value that defines which part of fictitious traffic,
in a switch of the first stage, is serviced by the considered
direction. If traffic is uniformly distributed between all υ
directions, we get η = 1/υ.

In Formula (46), the first element [1−πz(c)]υ determines
the average number of switches of the last stage that are
directly available to a switch of the first stage, whereas the
second element πz(c)e1(c) defines the average number of
switches of the last stage available through direct occupancy
[60].

To present the basic assumptions for this method, let us
consider the z-stage switching network presented in Fig. 5.
It is observable, having in mind Lotze’s theorem [61], that
unavailability probabilityπl(c) for a switch of stage l for calls
of class c is equal to the blocking probability in the group ofυ
input links in the switch, i.e. to the point-to-group blocking
probability El−1 in a switching network that is composed
of (l − 1) stages:

πl(c) = El−1(c). (47)

The effective availability parameter dl(c) for calls of class c
in a sub-system consisting of l stages of a z-stage switching
network is a function dependable on unavailability proba-
bility πl(c) of a switch of stage l to calls of class c, and in
this way [Eq. (47)] it is a function dependent on the point-
to-group blocking probability El−1 in a sub-system that is
composed of (l − 1) stages.

The assumption in the PGPPBRec-U method is that the
point-to-group internal blocking probability EI in an equiv-
alent switching network can be approximated by the EIF
formula (Erlang’s Interconnection Formula) [36] proposed
by Ershov to model switching networks with single-service
traffic [36]:

EI = EIF(A, υ, d), (48)

where A is offered traffic in the demanded direction of the
equivalent switching network, υ is the number of links in the
demanded directions of the equivalent switching network,
while EIF formula determines the blocking probability in
Erlang’s Ideal Grading with capacity υ, availability d and
offered traffic A:

EIF(A, υ, d)

=
υ∑

l=d

( l
d

)
(
υ
d

) Al

l!
l−1∏

k=d

[
1 −

(k
d

)
(
υ
d

)
] / υ∑

j=0

A j

j !
j−1∏

k=d

[
1 −

(k
d

)
(
υ
d

)
]

.

(49)
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Fig. 5 Model of a z-stage
switching network

While considering the model of a switching network pre-
sented in Fig. 5, we can rewrite Eq. (48) into a form that
would allow us to determine point-group internal blocking
probabilities for calls of class c in an equivalent switching
network that is composed of l stages:

EI,l(c) = EIF(Al+1(c), υ, dl(c)), (50)

where Al+1(c) is the traffic offered to one switch of stage
l + 1 by calls of class c, whereas υ is the number of input
links to one switch of stage l + 1.

Equations (47) and (50) provide the basis for recurrent
determination of internal blocking probability in a multi-
service switching network. The computational process [48]
starts with the determination of blocking probability E1(c).
Assuming a non-blocking nature of a switch of the first stage,
we get that d1(c) = υ and, in consequence:

EI,1(c) = EIF(A2(c), υ, υ), (51)

where A2(c) determines the traffic offered to one switch of
the second stage of the switching network by calls of class c:

A2(c) = υa(c), (52)

whereas a(c) is the traffic of class c offered to one inter-
stage link in the switching network with the capacity of 1
AU. Offered traffic a(c) can be determined on the basis of
fictitious load e(c):

e(c) = a(c)[1 − E1(a(c))], (53)

where

– E1(a(c)) is the blocking probability in inter-stage links
of the switching network (between stages 1 and 2), deter-

mined for a group with the capacity of 1 BBU to which
traffic a(c) is offered,

– e(c) is a fictitious load for calls of class c in inter-stage
links (between stages 1 and 2). This load is equal to the
blocking probability for calls of class c in an inter-stage
link of the real network, modelled by a full-availability
group with multiservice traffic sources (Sect. 5).

According to the proposed computational method, inter-
nal blocking probability EI,z(c) in a z-stage network can be
expressed as follows:

EI,z(c) = EI(c) = EIF(A(c), υ, dz(c)), (54)

where A(c) = Az+1(c) is the total traffic offered by calls
of class c in the demanded direction, composed of υ links
(according to the adopted notation, traffic offered to a given
switch can be treated as traffic to one switch of a fictitious
stage z + 1).

Observe that in order to evaluate the value of parameter
πl(c) it is necessary to determine the blocking probability of
the (l − 1) stage system [Formula (47)]. A solution to this
problem can be provided by applying a recurrent algorithm.

The PGPPBRec-U recurrent method makes it possible
to determine the blocking probability in switching net-
works with point-to-group selection and multiservice traf-
fic sources. In addition, taking into consideration Lotze’s
assumptions [61] that the point-to-point blocking probabil-
ity in a z-stage switching network is numerically equal to
the point-to-group blocking probability in a (z − 1)-stage
network, the PGPPBRec-U method can provide a basis for
a determination of the blocking probability in networks
with the point-to-point selection. On the basis of the above
considerations, the PGPPBRec-U method of determining
point-to-group and point-to-point blocking probability by a
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generalised model of the switching network with threshold
mechanisms can be written in the following form:

PGPPBRec-U method

1. Determination of external blocking probability on the basis of a
model of limited-availability group with threshold mechanisms
or reservation mechanisms—Formulas (24) or (13)

2. Initialization of iteration step l = 1
3. Calculation of fictitious load in inter-stage links of switching

networks on the basis of a generalised model of inter-stage
links—Formula (44)

4. Calculation of the value of offered traffic—Formula (52)
5. Calculation of blocking probability in a single

switch—Formula (48)
6. Increase of iteration step: l = l + 1
7. Determination of effective availability parameter dl (c) in l-stage

switching network with multiservice traffic sources—
Formula (46)

8. Determination of internal blocking probability in the switching
network for individual call classes–Formula (54)

9. Repetition of steps 7–9:
point-to-group internal blocking, iterative process terminates
when l = z,

point-to-point internal blocking, iterative process terminates
when l = z − 1

10. Calculation of total blocking probability—Formula (45)

7 Numerical results

The proposed method of determining the traffic characteris-
tics of the considered switching networks is an approximate
method. Hence, in order to evaluate the accuracy of the
proposed method, the results of analytical modelling were
compared with the data of simulation experiments and with
the results obtained on the basis of analytical methods devel-
oped earlier. The simulations were carried out for a typical
three-stage Clos switching network (Fig. 1) considered both
in electronic and optical switching. The considered switching
network was composed of switches with υ × υ links.

The results of the simulation are shown in the charts
with 95% confidence intervals calculated according to the
t-Student distribution for five series with 1,000,000 calls of
each class. For each of the points of the simulation, the value
of the confidence interval is at least one order lower than the
mean value of the results of the simulation. In a large num-
ber of instances, the value of the confidence interval is lower
than the height of the sign used to indicate the value of the
simulation experiment.

The research was carried out for four different structures
of switching networks servicing three or four traffic classes:

– System 1—Threshold mechanism:

– structure of switching network: υ = 4, f = 42 AUs,
V = 168 AUs;

– structure of offered traffic:
• traffic classes: m = 4, t1,0 = 1 AU, μ−1

1,0 = 1,

t2,0 = 6 AUs, μ−1
2,0 = 1, t3,0 = 10 AUs, μ−1

3,0 =
1, t3,1 = 8 AUs, μ−1

3,0 = 1, 25, t4,0 = 12 AUs,

μ−1
4,0 = 1, t4,1 = 8 AUs, μ−1

4,1 = 1, 5;
• sets of traffic sources: S = 2, CPa,1 = {1, 2, 3},

ηPa,1,1 = 0, 6, ηPa,1,2 = 0, 2, ηPa,1,3 = 0, 2,
SPa,1 = 950, CEn,2 = {1, 2, 4}, ηEn,2,1 = 0, 6,
ηEn,2,2 = 0, 2, ηEn,2,4 = 0, 2, NEn,2 = 950;

– threshold mechanism: Q3,1 = Q4,1 = 126 AUs.

– System 2—Threshold mechanism:

– structure of switching network: υ = 4, f = 28 AUs,
V = 112 AUs;

– structure of offered traffic:
• traffic classes: m = 4, t1,0 = 1 AU, μ−1

1,0 = 1,

t2,0 = 2 AUs, μ−1
2,0 = 1,t3,0 = 4 AUs, μ−1

3,0 = 1,

t4,0 = 8 AUs,μ−1
4,0 = 1, t4,1 = 4 AUs,μ−1

4,1 = 2,

t5,0 = 12 AUs, μ−1
5,0 = 1, t5,1 = 8 AUs, μ−1

5,1 =
1, 5, t5,2 = 4 AUs, μ−1

5,2 = 3;
• sets of traffic sources: S = 3, CEr,1 = {1, 3},

ηEr,1,1 = 0, 6, ηEr,1,3 = 0, 4, CEn,2 = {1, 2, 4},
ηEn,2,1 = 0, 5, ηEn,2,2 = 0, 3, ηEn,2,4 = 0, 2,
NEn,2 = 1000,CEn,3 = {1, 4, 5}, ηEn,3,1 = 0, 6,
ηEn,3,4 = 0, 1, ηEn,3,5 = 0, 3, NEn,3 = 1000;

– threshold mechanism: Q4,1 = Q5,1 = 84 AUs,
Q5,2 = 72 AUs.

– System 3—Bandwidth reservation mechanism:

– structure of switching network: υ = 4, f = 36 AUs,
V = 144 AUs;

– structure of offered traffic:
• traffic classes: m = 3, t1 = 1 AU, μ−1

1 = 1,
t2 = 4 AUs, μ−1

2 = 1,t3 = 10 AUs, μ−1
3 = 1;

• sets of traffic sources: S = 2, CEr,1 = {1, 2, 3},
ηEr,1,1 = 0, 7, ηEr,1,2 = 0, 2, ηEr,1,3 = 0, 1,
CEn,2 = {1, 2, 3}, ηEn,2,1 = 0, 6, ηEn,2,2 = 0, 2,
ηEn,2,3 = 0, 2, NEn,2 = 900,

– threshold mechanism: R1 = R2 = 119 AUs.

– System 4—Bandwidth reservation mechanism:

– structure of switching network: υ = 4, f = 34 AUs,
V = 136 AUs;

– structure of offered traffic:
• traffic classes: m = 4, t1 = 1 AUs, μ−1

1 = 1,
t2 = 4 AUs, μ−1

2 = 1, t3 = 6 AUs, μ−1
3 = 1,

t4 = 10 AUs, μ−1
4 = 1;

• sets of traffic sources: S = 2, CPa,1 = {1, 2, 4},
ηPa,1,1 = 0, 7, ηPa,1,2 = 0, 2, ηPa,1,4 = 0, 1,
SPa,1 = 900, CEn,2 = {1, 3, 4}, ηEn,2,1 = 0, 6,
ηEn,2,3 = 0, 2, ηEn,2,4 = 0, 2, NEn,2 = 900;
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Fig. 6 Point-to-group blocking
probability in System
1—PGPPBRec-U method
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Fig. 7 Point-to-point blocking
probability in System
2—PGPPBRec-U method
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– threshold mechanism: R1 = R2 = R3 = 112 AUs.

The results of the calculations and simulations are pre-
sented as the function of unitary traffic a offered to a single
AU of the system:

a =
[ sI∑

i=1

λEr,i

(cEr,i∑

c=1

tc,0ηEr,i,c

) (cEr,i∑

c=1

ηEr,i,c/μc

)

+
sJ∑

j=1

γEn, j NEn, j

(cEn, j∑

c=1

tc,0ηEn, j,c

) (cEn, j∑

c=1

ηEn, j,c/μc

)

+
sK∑

k=1

γPa,k SPa,k

(cPa,k∑

c=1

tc,0ηPa,k,c

)(cPa,k∑

c=1

ηPa,k,c/μc

)] /
(υυ f ) .

(55)

The first system to be examined was a switching network
with multiservice traffic sources and threshold mechanisms,

defined as System 1 and System 2. The obtained results for
point-to-group blocking probability for System 1 and point-
to-point blocking probability for System 2 are presented in
Figs. 6 and 7, respectively

The subsequent investigations dealt with an examination
of the accuracy of the proposed method in determining the
blocking probability in switching networks with reservation
mechanisms. Figure 8 shows the results for the point-to-
group blocking probability obtained for System 3. The
reservation algorithms ensure a substantial decrease in the
blocking probabilities of traffic classes for which the reserva-
tion mechanism has been introduced. In the particular cases,
themechanism can be applied to equalise the level of call ser-
vice of selected or all traffic streams, which can be observed
in Fig. 8. It is possible by changing the values of the reser-
vation threshold.

Additionally, a study designed to compare the accuracy of
the PGB-R method (developed in [50]) and the PGPPBRec-
Umethod (Fig. 9) was carried out. A switching network with
the structure of System 4 was used for the purpose. Figure 9
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Fig. 8 Point-to-group blocking
probability in System
3—PGPPBRec-U method
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Fig. 9 Point-to-group blocking
probability in System 4—class 4
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Fig. 10 Point-to-group
blocking probability in System
1—class 3 and 4
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presents the results obtained for the fourth class of offered
traffic.

With the analysis of the studied switching networks with
multiservice traffic sources and threshold mechanisms it can
be stated that the proposed method of determining point-

to-group blocking probability and point-to-point blocking
probability is characterised by high accuracy. In the case of
networks with threshold mechanisms, the results obtained
on the basis of generalised methods are similar to the results
obtained on the basis of the corresponding method in [51].
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Figure 10 presents a comparison of the blocking probabil-
ities calculated using both the generalised method and the
method presented in [51]. The application of the generalised
recurrent PGPPBRec-U method ensures higher accuracy in
the case of systems with reservation.

8 Summary

This article proposes the new generalised method of deter-
mining the occupancy distribution and total blocking prob-
ability in multi-stage switching networks in which resource
allocation control mechanisms for calls of particular traf-
fic classes of multiservice traffic (generated by multiservice
sources) are introduced depending on the occupancy state of
output directions of the switching network.

In the method of modelling switching networks, two gen-
eralisations have been introduced. Firstly, this method allows
the modelling of networks with both point-to-group and
point-to-point selection to be simultaneously modelled. Sec-
ondly, the developed method enables making the way the
occupancy distribution and blocking probability in inter-
stage links is determined independent of the type of the
applied mechanism in output directions, i.e. resource reser-
vation or threshold mechanism. The approach presented
in the article makes it possible to apply a model of the
full-availability group without threshold mechanisms and
reservation mechanism in modelling inter-stage links.

The accuracy of the proposed method for modelling
switching networks was established as a result of a compar-
ison of the obtained analytical results with simulation data,
both for reservation mechanisms and threshold mechanisms.
In addition, the results obtained on the basis of the developed
generalised method were compared with the results obtained
on the basis of specialised methods, developed separately
for each type of selection (point-to-point and point-to-group)
and both types of resource allocation mechanisms for calls
(resource reservation and thresholdmechanisms). Numerous
studies on the subject, some presented in this article, clearly
indicate that the developed method ensures a similar (never
worse) level of accuracy compared to specialised methods
of modelling networks with the threshold mechanism and
far higher accuracy in the case of networks with resource
reservation.
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